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three entrances as ^that at Oranse In Provence , or four openings
2

as that at I'ebessa . They were placed over a road, at a cross

road, at the end or at the middle of a bridge, or at a mountain

pass. The arch which was placed at the crossroad was called a
quadrifons, an example of which is the arch at Tebessa mentioned
above and referred to in note 2 of this page. Examples of the arch

at the end of a bridge may be found in the arches erected at St.

Chamas in France at either end of the Roman bridge over the Toulou-

bre. ^ The arch at the middle of the bridge at Alcantara in Spain
may be offered as an example or that type. There are,statues and
reliefs for decoration on the facades, and this varies from period

to period depending on the taste and fashion of the age. The passage

ways are flanked by pilasters or columns which are free-standing or
engaged, and which hged no structural value for the edifice. In some

1
Ibid. Fig. Ih2

2 Supplementary Papers of the American School of Classical
Studies in Rome, V^ol. II, 1908, article by C. Densmore Curtis.

71, (This article is referered to as Curtis in the

rest of this paper).

3.
Ibid. p. 38

^Ibid. p. 49, fig. 3
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of the arches the sides have been left-plain, but others have ^
rather ornate sculpture as that found on the arch at Oarpentras .
The plain sides may be due, possibly, to the fact that these arches
were derived from arcades, or because they were Joined with walls
fco form a means of fortification. But, what seems more probable,
the faces which were seen by the passerby were decorated, while
the sides, which in many cases would be unnoticed and out of sight,
would be left plain. Above the archivolt and the main supporting
members there is a straight or a projecting entablature,' and on
top of this entablature is an attic, or sometimes a row of bases
for statues as at urange. Some of the^arches have triangular
bases as at Uzappa ^ or at Mactaris . On top of this bronze
statues or chariots rested, but of these no remains have come

down to us, unless possibly the bronze horses of St. Mark's in
^Venice once belonged to the Forum of Trajan in Home.

The arch aopears to have had many different uses, about

most of which definite information is difficult to obtain. How
ever at this point in the paper it may prove interesting to ment
ion some opinions of scholars anent the function of these arches.
According to Curtis, the function of the free-standing arches
was to bear inscriptions, bas-reliefs, and statues, eitner of the
emperor or of members of the imperial family, or finally of private

^ Curtis, Roman Monumental ^Arches, if ig. 2, p. 41,

Ibid. Fig. 5, p. 53.

' Ibid* Fig. 4, p. 52.
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and has some ingenious theories regarding their origin.

In one of these earlier papers Frothingham has attempted to

prove that the "triumphal aroh" originated with the Cireeks rather

than with the Romans, and he takes his illustrations from a passage
1

in Pausanias. Here Pausanias describes a "free-standing gateway

in the market-nlace of Athens, surrounded by a group of sculpture
2

and commemorating a victory." Frothingham considers that the Ro-

mans adopted this type of gateway and inserted an arch under the
architrave, leaving the gable and the columns in their traditional
positions. Frothingham has not however, one feels, been able to
back up his theory with sufficient material in this instance. In

a later article ^he traces the development of the use of the arch
and shows how it served as a boundary mabk for a colony. Not content
With this he Carrie# the theory back to the first boundaries which
were used in ancient Italy, and he points out that these boundary
lines had been adopted by Rome from Etruria. He is looking, there-
fore, for the origin of the "urban and municipal arch in a terri-
torial arch that evolved out of some boundary mark previous
use of the arch, such as a^wooden lintel across two uprights or a
trilithic stone gateway." The example which he quotes is the

A.J.A. Vol. V. (1901) p. 27.
5

Ibid. p. 27.

^Revue Archdologique, Paris 1905 (Vol Vl).

' A.J. A. Vol. XIX fiyi5) p. 1S6.
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served arches which Frothingham has given as examples of these

boundary arches are cited here. In Worth Africa there is the arch

of the Zama colony which was probably put up by Hadrian when that

colony was founded; three other examples in this part of Africa are

the arches at Thugga, Membressa, and Lambaes,^is. Two arches are

mentioned which are located in Syria: one at Hab-el-Hawa^ and one

commonly called "Jonah's Pillar". In Cilicia there is the arch of^ exist
Baframll and the arch near Myriandus. Remains of one arch in

' that ^Oiiau

Macedonia near Philippi^did not in all probability, says Frothing-
ham, mark the triumph of that battle, since it was against Roman

custom to celebrate a civil struggle in such a v/ay; he holds it

more likely that this was at the boundary of a colony Augustus

established after battle. In Haul tnere Is the aroh of St.

Ohamas we have already mentioned. In speaking of the arches in
Spain, Frothingham says "it is curious that, of the few homan mem- ^
orial arohes that remain in Spain, the majority are boundary arches";
and the arches mentioned in this country are those of Alcantara,
Bara, and Martorell. Thus in these instances he has shown the custom
of the nomans of marking, the boundaries of their territories or^
colonies. But j-rothingham has called some of these territorial

»

A.J.A. Vol. XIX (19lp), 2, p. 106.

Ibid. Fig. 3, P' 1^7.

Ibid. Fig. 1, P* ^^2.

Ibid, p. 172.
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arches and others "colony" arches; in this way he has employed the

term' colony" when referring to tne territorial or the municipal

division! However, some of these arches were evidently put up to

mark the boundary of the Homan territory and to show the extent of

that territory; and yet they could also be boundary markers between

country and city Jurisdiction.

In an earlier article v;hich i?rothingham v^rote for tne "nevu©

Arch^ologique" he has discussed the offspring of this"territorial

arch". Here he states that these colony or municipal arcljes were

placed on the line which the priest made around the colony when it

was rounded by nome, and in rrothingham''s words: "L'aro se plagait,

en r^gle generale, exactement sur la ligne du pomerium d'une colonie

romaine." 'fhe arch which was erected snowed the privileges of the .

city, and the emblems of the city were placed on the monument as
in the case of the arch of Kasrine. It also gave the period or the

date of the founding of the colony, not the arch, because in many
instances the arch was not put up until some years after the found
ing of the colony. There were, according to jjrothinghara, certain
symbol^ which showed the unity between the colony and Kome itself,
s tne figure of the sow which was put on the arch of Hadrian at

Jerusalsm or the wolf represented on tne aron at Antloon whlon
was built by Tiberius.' But these arches were erected beyond tne

a

Kevue Arch^ologique, vol. VI, lyub, p. 22o.

Ibid. p. 222

Ibid. p. 222
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